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There is a saying by behavioral scientists that “clothing is an extension of human 
skin while house is an extension of limbs.” From traditional spirit of Chinese 
Architectures’ point of views, it is the realm of ideas’ sublimation. Designers is the 
inter-medium to extend the Chinese culture and ethical spirits into the architecture 
practices. In Chapter II of this research, the background of Taiwanese craftsmen, the 
features of traditional architectures and the census from modern era of the related 
departments toward craftsmen will be reviewed by the discussions of the articles. In 
Chapter III, the impacts of the Southern Fujian and Hakka cultures’ regional and 
moving features toward Taiwanese craftsmen and Taiwanese architectural spirits and 
design factors will be discussed. In a long term, the business style and daily life 
exchanged between Taiwan and Fujian have deepened the cultural factors in Chinese 
architectures. Therefore, Taiwanese craftsmen’s space design and form, their logical 
thinking and believes have been relying on the traditional southern Chinese 
architectural cultures. Most of the architectures are based on the architectural types in 
Fujian and Guangdong. Most craftsmen were influenced by the cultures and 
environmental design ideas in Fujian and Guangdong. With the experiences inherited 
through time, Taiwanese craftsmen also develop their own ideas and styles. This is 
called the architectural language innovation. However, over the decades, the cultural 
gap with China and Taiwanese craftsmen’s aging and training problems emerged. The 
discussion subjects in Chapter IV will be the design and practice problems craftsmen 
are facing when traditional Taiwanese craftsmen are gradually declining and academic 
architects are using the scientific books and graphics for proves. In Chapter V, how 
related departments and architecture’s owner treat historical architectures and how to 
remedy related laws and the lack of funds will be discussed. In Chapter VI, it will 
come to the main research subject of offering suggestions to interpret traditional 
craftsmen’s experience inherited and extended. 
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   在古代工种繁多匠师的称谓也有多种称谓，就李干朗所研究的匠师称谓来
做整理。 
                                                        



































































































                                           
图 1-3 
资料来源：作者研究绘制
王世南  王妈带(益顺师堂弟) 王树发
王火艾 王锦木 




图 1-3 漳州匠派匠师 
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